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Let b be a column of an m x n matrix M and A a set of its columns. We say that A implies 
b if and only if M contains no two rows equal in A but different in b. If gM(A) denotes the set 
of columns implied by A, then 9&A) is a closure operation and we say that M represents this 
closure operation. Let s(g) denote the minimum number of rows of the matrices representing 
a given closure operation P. The k-uniform closure operation on an n-element groundset X is 
defined by 
P,“(A) = 
X, if lAl?k, 
A, if lAl<k. 
It is known that the closure operation 2: can be represented by some matrix, that is, there is an 
m x n matrix M such that zZ?~= g:. In this paper we shall verify two conjectures of Demetrovics 
et al. with regards to the determination of ~(2:). In particular, we prove that ~(9’;) = n for all 
nr7, with the possible exception of n =8. 
1. Introduction 
A relational data base can be viewed as an m x n matrix, where the rows are 
indexed by individuals I and the columns are indexed by attributes X of the 
individuals. Choose a subset A < X and suppose that the values of the attributes A 
are known for an individual. The individual (or row) is not necessarily determined; 
there can be more individuals (rows) having these data in the columns belonging to 
A. However, it may happen that all these individuals (rows) might agree in a column 
b @A. We say that b belongs to the closure of A, denoted by S?(A), if this happens 
for b with any choice of data in the columns belonging to A. We state the following: 
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Definition 1.1. Let M be an m x n matrix and let X denote the set of columns of 
M. If A c X, b E X and M contains no two rows equal in A but different in 6, then 
we say that A implies b and the closure of A, denoted by 9,&A) is defined by 
g&A)= {b: beX, A implies b}. 
It is easy to see that the following three axioms hold for JZ?~=~?: 
(Al) A c g(A), 
(A2) A c B + .9?(A) c 2!(B), 
(A3) LZ(LZ?(A)) = g(A). 
A function 9 : 2x-+ 2x is called a closure operation if it satisfies (Al)-(A3). 
Conversely, it is known (see, for example, [1,8-lo]) that if 9 is an arbitrary 
closure operation on an n-element groundset X, then there is an m x n matrix M 
such that gM=9?. We say in this case that M represents 9. We shall denote by 
s(9) the minimum number of rows of the matrices representing a given closure 
operation 9. 
Definition 1.2. The k-uniform closure operation on an n-element groundset X is 
defined by 
gk”(A)= I X, if jA/zk, A, if IAl <k. 
A closure operation determines an important class of subsets, referred to as the 
class of keys. Consider a set K with 2?(K) =X, that is, all information about an in- 
dividual can be deduced from its value for attributes in K. K is called a key of the 
data base. When K is minimal, in the sense that no subset K’c K has S?(K’) =X, 
then K is called a minimal key of the data base. In a relational data base, the struc- 
ture of minimal keys is obviously of special interest. It is fairly evident that many 
different matrices (data bases) will represent the same closure operation. The 
minimum matrix representation of a given closure operation is the one with fewest 
individuals (rows). 
Demetrovics, Fiiredi and Katona [IO] determined s(5?:) exactly for k = 1, 2, n - 1, 
and n, and obtained bounds for other values of k. For k = 3, the results contained 
in [lo, Theorem 2 and Corollary l] can be summarized in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.3. (a) ~(9;) 2 n, 
(b) ~(9;) = n for all n = 1 or 4 (mod 12), 
(c) n5~(9Z7;)in+8. 
The main object of this paper is the determination of ~(9;). We shall prove 
that s(g?;) = n for all n L 7, with the possible exception of n = 8. Apart from this 
possible exception, our result represents a verification of one of the conjectures of 
Demetrovics et al. (see [lo, Conjecture 11). In the process of establishing our main 
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result, we also verify, with one exceptional case, a second conjecture of Demetrovics 
et al. [lo, Conjecture 2’1 relating to the decomposition of the complete symmetric 
directed graph on n vertices K,* into oriented triangles. More specifically, we show 
that for every n = l(mod 3), with the exception of n = 10, it is possible to obtain a 
partition Gt, GZ, . . . , G, of the edge set of K,* such that G, consists of +(n - 1) pair- 
wise vertex-disjoint oriented triangles on the points { 1,2, . . . , n} - {i} and Gj U Gj 
(i#j) contains exactly one pair of oppositely oriented edges. 
2. Preliminaries 
From our definition of the closure operation 5!?!,” presented in Definition 1.2, it 
is clear that every k-subset is a minimal key, but knowing fewer than k attribute 
values does not allow us to determine the value of any further attribute. For the case 
k = 3, which is the target of our investigation in this paper, we observe that for every 
2-subset of attributes there must be at least two individuals (rows) who agree in 
values of these attributes. It is not difficult to see that ~(97;)?n, since no two in- 
dividuals agree in values of three attributes and the number of pairs of individuals 
(rows) must therefore be at least the number of pairs of attributes. In order to realize 
the minimum in this bound, every pair of individuals must agree in precisely two 
attributes. Demetrovics et al. [lo] demonstrated in Theorem 1.3(b) that this bound 
can be realized in certain cases by using block designs. For our determination of 
s(gt), we shall employ both direct and recursive constructions, where our recursive 
method of construction uses the notion of pairwise balanced designs (PBDs). 
In this section we shall define some terminology and state some fundamental 
results which will be used in later sections. For more detailed information on PBDs 
and related designs, the interested reader may wish to refer to [4,12,1.5]. 
Definition 2.1. Let K be a set of positive integers. Apairwise balanced design (PBD) 
of index unity B(K, 1; o) is a pair (X, 6%) where X is a u-set (of points) and %’ is a 
collection of subsets of X (called blocks) with sizes from K such that every pair of 
distinct points of X is contained in exactly one block of 59. The number 1x1 = u is 
called the order of the PBD. 
We shall denote by B(K) the set of all integers o for which there exists a PBD 
B(K, 1; 0). For convenience, we define B(k,, k,, . . . , k,) to be the set of all integers 
u such that there is PBD B({k,, k,, . . . , k,}, 1; u). A set K is said to be PBD-closed 
if B(K) = K. 
Definition 2.2. Let K and A4 be sets of positive integers. A group divisible design 
(GDD) GD(K, 1, M; V) is a triple (X, %,56’) where 
(i) X is a u-set (of points), 
(ii) %J is a collection of nonempty subsets of X (called groups) with sizes in M 
and which partition X, 
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(iii) 95’ is a collection of subsets of X (called blocks), each with size at least two 
in K, 
(iv) no block meets a group in more than one point, and 
(v) each pairset {x, y} of points not contained in a group is contained in exactly 
one block. 
The group-type (or type) of a GDD(X, %, 3) is the multiset {ICI: G E ?J } and we 
usually use the exponential notation for its description: a group-type 1’2j3k . . . 
denotes i occurrences of groups of size 1, j occurrences of groups of size 2, and so 
on. We define a weighting of a GDD(X, 9, z%? ) to be any mapping w : X+ Z+ U { 0} . 
Definition 2.3. A transversal design (TD) T(k, 1; m) is a GDD with km points, k 
groups of size m and m2 blocks of size k, where each block meets every group in 
precisely one point, that is, each block is a transversal of the collection of groups. 
Definition 2.4. Let (X, .?E? ) be a PBD B(K, 1; 0). A parallel class in (X, 5% ) is a 
collection of disjoint blocks of Z&‘, the union of which equals X. (X,&7) is called 
resolvable if the blocks of E?J can be partitioned into parallel classes. A GDD 
GD(K, l,M; u) is resolvable if its associated PBD B(KUM, 1; u) is resolvable with 
M as a parallel class of the resolution. 
It is fairly well known that the existence of resolvable TD T(k, 1; m) (briefly 
RT(k, 1; m)) is equivalent to the existence of a T(k+ 1,l; m) or equivalently k- 1 
mutually orthogonal Latin squares (MOLS) of order m. In particular, the following 
two results can be found in [14]. 
Theorem 2.5. For every prime power q, there exists a T(q+ 1,l; q). 
Theorem 2.6. Let m =p:lp,k2 .. . p,k' be the factorization of m into powers of distinct 
primes pi; then a T(k, 1; m) exists where k< 1 + min{ p,Fi}. 
In what follows, we shall write B(k, 1; u) for B({ k}, 1; o) and similarly GD(k, 1, m; u) 
for GD({k}, 1, {m}; u). We observe that a PBD B(k, 1; IJ) is essentially a balanced 
incomplete block design (BIBD) with parameters v, k and A = 1. If ke K, then 
B(KU {k*}, 1; u) d enotes a PBD B(K U {k}, 1; u) which contains a unique block of 
size k and if k E K, then B(K U {k* >, 1; u) is a PBD B(K, 1; u) containing at least one 
block of size k. We shall sometimes refer to a GDD (X, 9,B) as a K-GDD if IBI E K 
for every block BE 33. 
For some of our recursive constructions of PBDs and GDDs, we shall make use 
of Wilson’s “Fundamental Construction” (see [15]) for which we present the 
following brief description. 
Construction 2.7. Suppose that (X, 9,593) is a “master” GDD and let w : X+ Zf U (0) 
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be a weighting of the GDD. For every XEX, let S, be w(x) copies of x. Suppose 
that for each block BE 3, a GDD (U xEBSx, {S,:XEB}, dB) is given. Let X*= 
UxExsx, %*={U,Ec~,:~~g}, and B**=U~~,~Y~~. Then (X*,YJ*,S*) is a 
GDD. 
We shall make use of the following well-known results. The interested reader may 
consult the references cited for more details. 
Theorem 2.8 (see [12]). A B(4,l; u) exists if and only if u= 1 or 4 (mod 12). 
Theorem 2.9 (see [6]). A T(4,l; m) exists for all positive integers m except m = 2,6. 
Theorem 2.10 (see [5]). A B({4,7*}, 1; u) exists if and only if u=7 or 10 (mod 12), 
Uf 10,19. 
Combining Theorems 2.8 and 2.10, we can obtain: 
Theorem 2.11. A B({4,7}, 1; u) exists if and only if u= l(mod 3), uf 10,19. 
Theorem 2.12 (see [2,13]). If uz4 and u#6,10,12,14,15,18,19,23,26,27,30,38,42, 
then u E B(4,5,7,8,9,11). 
3. Direct constructions 
In what follows, let Z, = (0, 1,2, . . . , n - l} denote the set of residues modulo n. 
Our direct method of constructing minimum matrix representations of 9: will in- 
volve a certain class of permutations on Z,, which we describe below. For conve- 
nience, we define the following: 
, . . . ,+(n- l)}, if n odd, 
,...,+n-1}, if n even, 
Ixl= [;_, 
if lSxS+n, 
, if +n<xln- 1, 
XEZ,-{O}. 
Definition 3.1. A permutation IL7 on Z,, is called good if ZZ= (a:, . . . , ai)(af, . . . , a,:). . . 
(a 
k 1, . . . , a,:) is such that the following conditions hold: 
(1) (‘;)+(‘;)+..++(‘;)=n-1, and 
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Definition 3.2. An m x n matrix A4 is called good if the following conditions hold: 
(1) for any two columns of M, there exist two different rows having the same 
entries in these two columns, 
(2) there are no three columns of A4 having the same entries in any two rows. 
Let N*={neZ’: n>4}, and define 
L={nEN*:s@z;)=n}, 
Q = (n EN* : there exists a good n x n matrix), 
Q* = {n EN*: there exists a good n x n matrix M= (mu) such that 
m,=O iff i=j}, 
P= {n EN*: there exists a good permutation K7 on Z,}, 
P* = {n EN*: there exists a good permutation 17 on Z, such that 17 
has at least one fixed point}. 
Lemma 3.3. 
PC QcL 
u u 
P*c Q* 
Proof. It is clear that P*c P and Q*C Q. From our earlier remarks in the preceding 
section and also [lo, Lemma 11, it follows that QCL holds. For the proof of PC Q, 
we observe the following. Suppose that n= (a:, . . . , aA)(aF, . . . , q$. . . (a:, . . . , a,:) is a 
good permutation on Z, . We can then define an n x n matrix M= (mij) as follows. 
Let mij=mi_j,o=Xt, where i-j~{a:,...,a[}, l<tlk, I{x~: l<tlk}l=k. We 
claim that A4 is a good n x n matrix. Our claim can be verified by considering the 
following: 
(1) Let j, j’ be two columns of M, j#j’. 
(a) If n is even and j’-j = +n, then there exist ai, ai such that aj - ai = $n. 
Let i = ai +j = ai +j’ and i’ = ai +j = ai +j’. We then have i # i’ and mu = 
m,;,o=x,=m,;,o=mi7, and mij~=m,~,,=x,=m,;~,=m,~~. 
(b) If n is odd or II is even, but j’-j#+n, we assume j-j’= Ij-j’l =~ER. 
There exist some r’ E R and a;, a;, a$, ai: such that a; - ai = a$ - a$ = r’, 
ai’, - a; = a$ - ai =j -j’. Let i = ai +j = a;: +j’ and i’ = ai + j = a$ + j’. Then 
we have i+i and mij=m,~,O=Xt=m,~,o=mi~, and mij8=m,;:,o=x,~= 
ma;:, 0= miyf . 
(2) Suppose there exist three columns j, j’, and j” and two rows i and i’ of M such 
that mij = mi7, mu8 = miyc, mu,, = miy.. Then i-j and i’- j belong to the same cycle of 
fl, i-j’ and i’- j’ belong to the same cycle of 17, and i-j” and i’- j” belong to the 
same cycle of 17. But we have (i-j) - (i’- j) = (i-j’) - (i’- j’) = (i-j”) - (i’-j”) = 
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i - i’#O, violating condition (1) of Definition 3.1 of a good permutation I7. This 
verifies our claim that A4 is a good matrix and hence PC Q. 
Finally, suppose that a good permutation 17 on L, has at least one fixed point. 
We can assume that 0 is a fixed point of 17. We now let x1 = 0 and from Z7 we 
obtain a good n x n matrix M= (mij) satisfying mij = 0 if and only if i =j. Thus 
P*CQ*, and the proof of the lemma is complete. 0 
Example 3.4. Let n = 10. Then it is easy to check that II= (0,3)(7,8)(5,9)(1,2,4,6) 
is a good permutatron on ZrO. We then obtain from ZI the following good 10x 10 
matrix as outlined in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Here t = 4 and, for the sake of conve- 
nience, we have replaced x1, x2, x3 and x4 by the symbols 0, 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 
This shows that 10 E P and ~(9:‘) = 10. 
‘0211323033- 
‘3021132303 
3302113230 
0330211323 
3033021132 
2303302113 
3230330211 
1323033021 
1132303302 
,2113230330_ 
Example 3.5. Let n = 9. Then it is readily checked that 17= (0)(3,7)(6,8)(1,2,4,5) is 
a good permutation on ZJ, with 0 as a fixed point. From I7 we can then construct 
a good 9 x 9 matrix A4= (mu) satisfying mti = 0 if and only if i=j as outlined in the 
proof of Lemma 3.3. Here t = 4 and, for convenience, we have replaced x1, x2, x3, 
and x4 by 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively, to obtain the following matrix. Note that this 
shows that 9 E Q* and ~(9~) = 9. 
-021233133- 
302123313 
330212331 
133021233 
313302123 
331330212 
233133021 
123313302 
-212331330 
The following result will be useful for our recursive constructions which employ 
the notion of PBDs. 
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Lemma 3.6. If n E (9, 11,12,14,15, 17,18,20,21,23,24,26,27,29,30,32,35,38,39,42, 
47,50,51,54,59,62,66,74,83,86,95, 107,l lo}, then n E Q*. 
Proof. For n = 9, we have already shown the construction in Example 3.5. For the 
remaining values of II, we construct a good permutation ZZ on Z, having at least 
one fixed point. For convenience, we have omitted the fixed points of 17 in present- 
ing the constructions in Table 1. 
Table 1 
n Good permutation I7 on Z, 
11 
12 
14 
15 
17 
18 
20 
21 
23 
24 
26 
27 
29 
30 
32 
35 
38 
39 
42 
47 
50 
51 
54 
59 
62 
66 
74 
83 
(3,6,8,9, 10) 
(0, 1,3,7)(4,5,9)(2,11)(6,8) 
(0,1,2,5,7)(4,8)(10,13)(3,11) 
(4 3)(2,6,8,9,10)(7,13)(1,11)(4,14) 
(0,1,2,5,10)(4,8,14)(6,12)(7,9)(13,16) 
(4 1,2,4,8,13)(3,11)(9,12) 
(0, 1,2,4,8,13)(6,9)(14,19)(5,11)(7,17) 
(0,1,2,4,8)(5,10,13,19)(11,16)(3,12)(9,20)(7, 17) 
(0,1,2,4,8,11)(12,17,22)(13,21)(9,20)(10,16)(5,19) 
(0,1,2,4,8,13)(5,10,19)(6,9)(7, 15)(16,23)(12, 18)(11,21) 
(0,1,2,4,8, 13,18)(5, 11)(7, 10)(12,19)(9,20) 
(0, 1,2,4,8, 13, 18)(3,11)(7, 10)(16,23)(9, 15)(5,20) 
(0, 1,2,4,8, 13,18)(7, 10)(20,27)(5,28)(15,25)(9,24)(12,21)(14,22) 
(0, 1,2,4,8, 13,18)(9, 16)(7,26)(21,24)(19,27)(11,20)(23,29)(5,15)(10,25) 
(0, 1,2,4,8, 13,18)(7, 10, 16)(12,19)(21,31)(15,28)(11,26)(14,25)(9,17)(3,23) 
(0,1,2,4,8,13,18)(9, 15,22)(14,17,28)(3, 11)(16,25)(20,32)(19,29)(10,26)(6,21)(12,27) 
(0,1,2,4,8,13,18,27)(16, 19,26)(11,32)(17,25)(21,36)(12,28)(24,30)(15,35) 
(0,1,2,4,8,13,18,28)(10, 16,24)(19,22)(20,27)(3,21)(9,25)(15,32)(17,37)(26,35) 
(4 1,2,4,8,13,18,27)(12, 15,23)(5,11)(14,21)(19,31)(7,20)(16,26)(22,40)(6, 33)(9,29)(17,39)(3,24) 
(0, 1,2,4,8,13,18,28)(10,16,24)(14,21,30,42)(15,12)(22, 1 )(3,35)(46,29)(44,26)(19,43)(23,36) 
(6,31)(9,34) 
(0, 1,2,4,8, 13,18,27)(12,15,23)(20,26,39,5)(11,21, 33)(16,46)(10,40)(19,48)(30,47)(22,37)(31,49) 
(9,35)(17,45)(29,36) 
(0,1,2,4,8,13,18,27)(12,15,23)(11,21,33)(5,20,26)(17,24,40)(31,48)(22,37)(16,35)(28,49)(19,46) 
(6>39)(9,38)(7,45)(3,34)(1441) 
(0,1,2,4,8,13,18,27,43)(16,23,26)(7,29)(14,36)(9, 30)(20,53)(12,32)(15,49)(25,31)(17,41)(10,33) 
(19,45)(24,42)(22,37)(3, 11)(21,38) 
(0, 1,2,4,8, 13, 18,27,42)(16,23,26)(7, 15,37)(14,20,40)(17,29,45)(55,11,24)(30,50)(10,33)(25,36) 
(22,43)(3,35)(12,34)(9,39) 
(0,1,2,4,8, 13,18,27,51)(7,15,37)(16,23,26)(21,36,52)(22,28,48)(17, 34)(24,6)(53,30)(56,29) 
(58,38)(50,25)(43,14)(39, 11)(12,46)(3,44)(20,61)(40, 10)(55,33) 
(0, 1,2,4,8,13,18,27,45)(16,23,26,54)(7, 15,37)(14,20,40)(6,19,30)(5,21,38)(57,42)(25, 10)(9,55) 
(3,50)(64,32)(11,56)(28,63)(47,17)(59,35)(34,22)(24,61) 
(0,1,2,4,8,13,18,27,43)(16,23,26,50)(7,15,37)(14,20,40)(11,24, 39)(19,31,48,59)(69,10,28)(25,44) 
(30,9)(33, 12)(68,45)(6,58)(56,34)(67,38)(3,53)(36,5)(17,55)(57,21)(22, 64)(72,52)(66,29) 
(0, 1,2,4,8,13,18,27,43,72)(16,19,26,47,53)(21,29,44)(23,40, 60)(28,46,66)(11,37,59)(6,42)(9,45) 
(5,38)( 14,64)(3,35)(71,39)(32,10)(73,34)(48,24)(81,50)(20,63)(7,56)(70, 49)(12,65)(80,52) 
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n Good permutation II on Z, 
86 (0, 1,2,4,8, 13,18,27,43,75)(16,19,26,47,53)(21,29,44)(23,40,60)(28,46, 66)(76,12,36)(33,59,80) 
(14,64)( 17,67)(10,63)(30,83)(74,52)(82,54)(49,20)(72,42)(81,50)(25, 79)(9,61)(70,35)(38,84) 
(73,31)(6,51) 
95 (0, 1,2,4,8, 13,18,27,43,75)(16,19,26,47,53)(21,29,44)(23,40,60)(22,33, 51)(12,24,48)(32,45,67) 
(57,72,91)(30,56,85)(37,7)(34,3)(78,46)(68,35)(49,5)(59,15)(70, 31)(74,20)(90,54)(55,17)(39,87) 
(79,36)(11,66)(84,42)(86,41)(38,88)(28,77)(71,25) 
107 (0,1,2,4,8,13,18,27,43,75,96)(16,19,26,47,53,70)(32,54,78)(3, 11,49,71)(101,86)(91,73)(97,62) 
(83,52)(60,23)(48,22)(64,35)(105,85)(81,61)(77,28)(5,63)(92, 40)(44,99)(82,39)(80,38)(74,33) 
(100,56)(45,12)(42,6)(55,15)(14,93)(59,9)(41, 103)(37,7)(50,106)(25,84)(34,94) 
110 (0,1,2,4,8, 13,18,27,43,75,99)(16, 19,26,47,53,85)(21,29,44,74)(11,57, 103)(22,55,88)(10,30,50) 
(62,40)(91,69)(49,109)(98,48)(84,32)( 106,54)(108,61)(7 1,24)(68,5 1)(94,73)(78,38)( 104,76)(97,63) 
(96,70)(81,39)(83,52)(107,33)(60,31)(56,5)(80,35)(77,23)(41, 02)(64, 15)(58,3) 
4. Wecursive consfructions 
Let Q* be as defined in the preceding section, that is, 
Q*={n~z+: nz4 and there exists a good nxn matrix M=(m,,) 
such that mij = 0 if and only if i=j}. 
Our main lemma for our recursive constructions in the determination of ~(9:) is 
the following: 
Lemma 4.1. Q* is PBD-closed. 
Proof. Suppose that (Z,,.%?) is a PBD B(K, 1; n) and for each BE 33 where IBI = 
k E K, there exists a good k x k matrix MB = (mg(i, j)) with m,(i, j) = 0 if and only 
if i =j.. Yk $3~. s&*ume t.he z~t.~y si3:t. Sfl 3:f: J&. x&,, . bScp~_ $he ~sn&.&+ E,fl:!~LT.+) 
where 3~8’. W’e can define an n x n matrix M=(m,) as follows: 
(21 fn;y,= I%, and 
(b) if i#j, then there exists exactly one block BE 33 such that {i, j} c B and we 
define mij = m,(i, j). 
We claim that M is a good n x n matrix with mij = 0 if and only if i = j. First of 
all, for any two distinct columns j and j’, there exists exactly one block BE 35’ such 
that {j, j’} c B. There exist two different rows i and i’ of MB having the same 
entries in columns j and j’. Thus M has two different rows i and i’ having the same 
entries in columns j and j’. Secondly, suppose that j, j’, and j” are three columns 
of IM, We may UXS&X t& faI\Q~i~ &~a _s_-zs~s. 
(1) There exists a block BE 25 such that {j, j’, j”} c B. If there exist two rows i 
and i’ such that mu = miq , mtir = miyr, mijff = miyrr, then it follows that {i, i’} c B since 
EB ml&, =J.Q.B.#RI. Au this ~zmtradicts .I~P,~ILX,Q ,nf,,q. 
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(2) {j, j’, j”] is not contained in one block of ~6’. Suppose that {j, j’} cB, 
{j,j”}CB’, {j’,j”}CB”.ThenB+B’#B”#B. Iffortworowsiandi’, (i,j}CB,, 
{i’,j}c&, {i,j’}C&, {i’,j’}CB4, {i,j”}CB, and {i’,j”}CB,, then at least one 
of B, #B,, B3fB4 or B, #B6 must hold. In view of the fact that Ee,f3EB,= (0) 
for B,# B,, it follows that at least one of mij+ miY, mij,#miy,, or mu,, + rniyP, must 
hold. And consequently, M must be a good n x n matrix with mij = 0 if and only if 
i = j. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 0 
As already mentioned, the result of Theorem 1.3(b) was obtained by using block 
designs. We shall extend this result by using PBDs, but we first need some ter- 
minology. Let X= { 1,2, . . . , u} and suppose (X,.9?!) is a (v, 3,2)-BIBD, that is, a 
BIBD with parameters u, k = 3 and A = 2. For the case u = l(mod 3), we say that 
(X, 3) is almost resolvable if its blocks can be partitioned into u parallel classes 
R,,R,, . . . , R, such that the set-theoretic union of the elements in the +(u - 1) blocks 
of Rj is X- { j}. 
The following construction is given in [lo]. 
Construction 4.2. Let X= ( 1,2, . . . , u> and suppose (X,.%7?) is an almost resolvable 
(u, 3,2)-BIBD with parallel classes R,, R,, . . . , R,. Further suppose that for each i, j 
with i#j, there is exactly one pair appearing in a block of Ri and a block of Rj. 
Then it is possible to construct a u x u matrix A4 representing the closure operation 
_!Z’t?;) as follows. We write zeros in the main diagonal, and the off-diagonal entry 
(i, j) is equal to k if and only if i appears in the kth triple of the jth parallel class 
Rj. It is clear that M= (mij) is a good u X u matrix with mu = 0 if and only if i=j 
and A4 represents 9;. 
If n = l(mod 3), we say that the complete symmetric directed graph K,* based on 
U,, admits an almost resolvable decomposition into oriented triangles (briefly written 
as K,* --, AROT) if we have a partition Go, G,, . . . , G,_, of the edge set of K,* such 
that Gi consists of f(n - 1) pairwise vertex-disjoint oriented triangles on the points 
Z,, - {i} and G, U Gj (i #j) contains exactly one pair of oppositely oriented edges. 
It is conjectured [lo, Conjecture 2’1 that K,* + AROT for every n = l(mod 3). In 
what follows, we shall show that this conjecture is true except for the case n = 10, 
for which it fails. We wish to remark that, for the most part, the result is essentially 
contained in [3]. However, for the sake of completeness, we shall provide some 
details. We shall denote by (a, b, c) the oriented triangle with arcs (a, b), (6, c) and 
(c, a). We shall write K,*+ lJifl K, if there is a decomposition of K,* into subgraphs, *. 
each of which is isomorphic to some Kiy, iE I. 
Lemma 4.3. KT+ AROT. 
Proof. Let the vertices of Kt be Z4. Then the four parallel classes of an almost 
resolvable decomposition of K$ into oriented triangles are G, = { (1,2,3)}, G, = 
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{(0,3,2)}, G2={(3,0, l)}, and G3 = { (2,&O)>. It is easy to see that Kt -+ AROT. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Kq + AROT. 
Proof. Let the vertices of Kq be Z,. The seven parallel classes of an almost resolvable 
decomposition of KT into oriented triangles are Gi = {(i + 1, i + 2, i + 4), (i + 6, i + 5, i + 3)}, 
iEZ7. 0 
Lemma 4.5. K,*, + AROT. 
Proof. Let the vertices of K& be Zts. The 19 parallel classes of an almost resolvable 
decomposition of K,*, into oriented triangles are 
Gi={(i+l,i+7,i+ll),(i+2,i+14,i+3),(i+4,i+9,i+6), 
(i+18,i+12,i+8),(i+17,i+5,i+16),(i+15,i+1O,i+13)}, 
i E Z,s. It is readily checked that K,*, + AROT. 0 
Lemma 4.6. If K,*+u,,,K,‘” andfor each iEI, KF-+AROT, then K,*-+AROT. 
Proof. For every vertex x of K,*, consider those KT of the decomposition of K,* into 
ui, I KT which contain this vertex. Then the parallel class of the almost resolvable 
decomposition of K,* into oriented triangles, which cover all the vertices but x, is 
obtained as the union of all the parallel classes not covering x of the almost resolv- 
able decomposition of these KT into oriented triangles. It is readily verified that 
K,* + AROT. 0 
We are now in a position to prove: 
Theorem 4.7. Kz--+ AROT for every n = l(mod 3) except n = 10. 
Proof. If n= l(mod 3) and n # 1919, then there exists a PBD B({4,7}, 1; n) from 
Theorem 2.11. Consequently, K,* + KTU KT. By applying Lemmas 4.3, 4.4 and 
4.6, the result follows for all n = l(mod 3), n # 10,19. The case n = 19 is covered in 
Lemma 4.5. A complete analysis of the results contained in [l l] shows that it is not 
possible to have K,*, + AROT. 0 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.7 and Construction 4.2, we obtain 
another useful lemma. 
Lemma 4.8. For all n2 4 where n = l(mod 3) and n # 10, n E Q*. 
Our ultimate goal is to show that n E Q* for all n 27, with the possible exception 
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of n = 8. This will establish that ~(9:) = n for all n 2 7, with the possible exception 
of n = 8. Let us define 
Qo= {4,7,9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19,20,21,23,24,26,27,29,30,32,35,38, 
39,42,47,50,51,54,59,62,66,74,83,86,95,107,1 lo}. 
We shall make use of the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.9. B(Q,) c Q*. 
Proof. From Lemmas 3.6 and 4.8, we have QeCQ*. And since Q* is PBD-closed 
by Lemma 4.1, we readily obtain B(Q,)c Q*. 0 
In most of what follows, we shall focus our attention on the set B(Q,). For our 
investigation of B(Q,J, we need some basic lemmas. 
Lemma 4.10. Zf n= l(mod 3), then it EB(Q,J f or all n24 with the exception of 
n= 10. 
Proof. The result follows directly from Theorem 2.11. 0 
Lemma 4.11. Zf a T(4,l; m) exists, then 
(a) 4m eB(4, m), and 4m EB(Q~) if m EB(Q~), 
(b) 4m + 1 E B(4, m + l), and 4m + 1 E B(Q,) if m + 1 E B(Q,). 
Proof. The proof of (a) is fairly obvious. For the proof of(b), we adjoin an infinite 
point to the groups of the given T(4,l; m) to get a PBD B((4, m + l}, 1; 4m + 1) and 
the result follows. 0 
Lemma 4.12. Zf a T(14,l; m) exists and OIU, v, wlm, then 
(a) llm+u+v+w~B(11,12,13,14,m,u,v,w), and llm+u+v+w~B(QO) if 
{m, u, u, w> c&Qd. 
(b) llm+u+v+w+l~B(11,12,13,14,m+l,u+l,v+l,w+l), and llm+u+ 
v+w+l~B(Q~) if {m+l,u+l,v+l,w+l}CB(QO). 
Proof. From three groups of the given T(14,l; m), delete m-u, m-v, m - w 
points, respectively. The proof of (a) comes from the resulting GD({ 11,12,13,14}, 1, 
{m,u,u,w};llm+u+o+w).Byadjoiningan “infinite” point to the groups of this 
GDD, we obtain a PBD B({11,12,13,14,m+l,u+l,u+l,w+l},1; llm+u+ 
v + w + 1) and the proof of (b) follows directly. 0 
Lemma 4.13. Suppose there exists a T(10, 1; m) and O<x<m, then the following 
hold: 
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(a) 9m + 4x E B(4,9, m, 4x) and, in particular, 9m +4x E B(Q,), if {m, 4x} C 
HQ,). 
(b) 9m + 4x + 1 E B(4,9, m + 1,4x + 1) and, in particular, 9m + 4x + 1 E B(Q,), if 
{m+ 1,4x+ l}cB(Q,). 
Proof. First of all, we observe that there exists a {4}-GDD of group-type 194’ since 
13 E B(4). In all groups but one of the T(10, 1; m), we give the points weight 1. In 
the last group we give x points weight 4 and give the remaining points weight 0. We 
then apply Construction 2.7, using {4)-GDDs of type 1941, to get a {4,9}-GDD of 
group-type m9(4x)‘, and (a) follows directly. For the proof of (b), we simply adjoin 
an infinite point to the groups of this GDD and the result follows. 0 
Lemma 4.14. There exists a {4,7)-GDD of group-type 3k for all kr4, k#6. 
Proof. If ornO or 3 (mod 12) and u? 12, then there exists a B(4,l; u + 1). Deleting 
a particular point from this design gives a (4}-GDD of group-type 3”‘3. If u=6 or 
9 (mod 12) and ~221, then there exists a PBD B({4,7*}, 1; u+ 1) from Theorem 
2.10. From this PBD, we delete a particular point which is not in the unique block 
of size 7 and the result is a {4,7}-GDD of type 3”‘3. This completes the proof. q 
Lemma 4.15. Zf n = O(mod 3) and n r 36, n # 39,42,51,54,66,75,78,87,111,123, then 
n E B(4,7,9, 12,18,21,24,3O)c B(Q,). 
Proof. If uz 12 and of 13,14,17,18,22,25,26,29,37,41, then there exists a PBD 
B({4,5,7,8,9, 1 l}, 1; u + 1) from Theorem 2.12. From this PBD, we delete a par- 
ticular point to obtain a GDD GD({4,5,7,8,9, ll}, 1, {3,4,6,7,8, lo}; u). In this 
GDD, we give all the points weight 3. We now use {4,7}-GDDs of type 3k for 
k E {4,5,7,8,9,11>, which exist from Lemma 4.14, and Construction 2.7 to obtain 
a GDD GD({4,7}, 1, {9,12,18,21,24,30}; n) where n = 30, and the result follows 
directly. 0 
Lemma 4.16. Zf n E {33,75,78,87,111,123}, then n E B(4,7,9,12,15) c B(Q,). 
Proof. For n = 33, we adjoin an infinite point to the groups of a T(4,l; 8) to obtain 
33 E B(4,9). For n = 75, we take a T(5,l; 5) and give all points weight 3 and, using 
{4}-GDDs of type 35, we get a {4}-GDD of type 155 and 75 ~B(4,15). For n=78, 
we adjoin an infinite point to the groups of a T(7,l; 11) to get 78 E B(7,12). For 
n = 87, we start with an RT(5,l; 7) and delete six points from one group. In the 
resulting design, we use a parallel class of blocks as groups to form a {4,5,7}-GDD 
of type 4651. In this GDD we give all points weight 3 to obtain a {4,7}-GDD of 
type 126151 and 87 E B(4,7,12,15). For n = 111, we start with an RT(4,l; 8) and ad- 
join a set of five infinite points, one point being adjoined to each of five parallel 
classes of blocks. In the resulting design, we take one of the remaining parallel 
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classes of blocks together with the block at infinity of size 5 as groups to form a 
{4,5,8}-GDD of type 4851. In this GDD we give all points weight 3 and, using 
{4}-GDDs of type 34, 35 and 38, we obtain a (4)-GDD of type 128151 and 111 E 
B(4,12,15). Similarly, for n = 123, we start with an RT(4,l; 9) and adjoin five in- 
finite points to obtain a (4,5,9>-GDD of type 4’5l. In this GDD we give all points 
weight 3 to obtain a {4}-GDD of type 12’15’ and 123 EB(~, 12,15). This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 0 
From the definition of Q0 and Lemmas 4.15 and 4.16, we have essentially proved 
the following result. 
Lemma 4.17. If n = O(mod 3), then n E B(Q,) for all n 19. 
We shall make use of Lemmas 4.10 and 4.17 in continuing our investigation of 
B(Qa). 
Lemma 4.18. If 11 I nll42, then n E B(Qo). 
Proof. If n E Q. or n=O or 1 (mod 3), then the result has already been established. 
For the remaining values of n = 2(mod 3), we provide the following constructions. For 
n E (41,44,53,56,65,68,77, SO, 89,92,101,104,113,116,125,128,137,140}, we apply 
Theorem 2.9 and Lemma 4.11 with m~(10,11,13,14,16,17,19,20,22,23,25,26,28, 
29,31,32,34,35} to obtain neB(QJ. For no {71,98}, we observe the following. 
There exists a {4}-GDD of group-type 2’ from [7]. There exist {4}-GDDs of types 
54 and 74 from a T(4,l; 5) and a T(4,l; 7). Now take a {4)-GDD of type 2’ and 
give all points weight 5 to obtain a {4}-GDD of type 10’. We adjoin an infinite 
point to the groups of this GDD to get a B((4,l l}, 1; 71) and 71 E B(4,l l)CB(Q,). 
If we give all points of the {4}-GDD of type 2’ weight 7, then we obtain a {4}-GDD 
of type (14)’ and 98 E B(4,14) c B(Q,). By adjoining an infinite point to the groups of 
a T(ll,l; ll), weobtain 122~B(11,12)~B(Q,). Finally, fornE{119,131,134}, we 
can apply Lemma 4.13 to get II E B(Q,) as follows: 119 = 9. 1 1 + 20 E B(4,9,11,20), 
131=9. 11+32~B(4,9,11,32), 134=9*13+17~B(4,9,14,17). This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 4.19. Zf 143 I IZ I 1022, then n E B(Qo). 
Proof. We apply Lemma 4.12(a), using m= 13,16,19,23,29,37,47,59,73 and 
{u, u, w} c Q, U { 0, 1 > . It is a bit tedious, but certainly not difficult, to check that all 
values of n in the stated interval are covered by expressing n = 11 m + u + u + w. 0 
Lemma 4.20. Suppose a T(14,l; m) exists. If mr67 and m= 1 or 5 (mod 6), then 
neB(Qo) holds for llm+33sns llm+201. 
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Proof. If m = l(mod 6), then m EB(Q~) from Lemma 4.10 and we apply Lemma 
4.12(a), using 11 SU, o, ~~67 and the fact that {u, u, w} cB(Qo) from Lemma 4.18. 
If m= S(mod 6), then m + 1 l B(Qo) from Lemma 4.17 and we apply Lemma 
4.12(b), using 101u,u,wr67 and the fact that {~+l,u+l,w+l}CB(Q~) from 
Lemma 4.18. 0 
We are now in a position to prove: 
Theorem 4.21. n E B(Q,) holds for all n 2 4 with the exception of n = 5,6,8,10. 
Proof. The exceptions are fairly obvious. In view of Lemmas 4.18 and 4.19, we 
need only show that n E B(Q,) for nz 1023. Now it is easy to check that among 
any 14 consecutive positive integers, at least one of them is relatively prime to 
2310 = 2. 3. 5.7. 11. Consequently, there is a sequence of positive integers M= 
(mi:i=l,2 ,... }={13,17,19,23,29,31,37,41,43,47,53,59,61,67,71,73 ,... }suchthat 
mi --=:: -~r~:(m??&$,.;+ i .- ,,_, _=-_1 1, ~If:-d k_;1;1&& y?~~~~:,:.~,<q~;__ _ _irsE-.rrr_cz._~~~_~~~_~~~~~~ :!J 
follows that 11 mi+ I + 33 I 11 mj + 154 + 33 < 11 mi + 201. We can then apply Lemma 
4.2(0 recursjve1_v to obrajn M EBB&> for all n> I I .6’? +33 =73D, and the rheorem b 
proved. 0 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.21 and Lemma 4.9, we obtain the 
following result. 
Combining the results of Lemma 3.3, Example 3.4, and Theorem 4.22, we have 
essentially proved: 
In conclusion, we wish to remark that it has essentially been determined (see [lo]) 
that s(&Z!f) = 7. From Theorem 5.1 and the fact that s@?Z?;)~s(~~‘~), it is evident 
that 8_(s(gss)<9. 
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